
THE PRINCESS CONSORT HAS A LETHAL DESTINY 

 

Chapter 323: Drowning Dog 

Ever since Dong Xiyun entered the academy, she had never encountered such a big predicament. 

 

In the past, without Xie Qiao, even if she did not do well in the examination, she could still enter the top 

three. However, now, she was ranked fourth! 

 

Dong Xiyun clenched her fists tightly. Feeling the attention from the people around, her face turned red. 

 

She knew what Qi Huai had said to Xie Qiao. 

 

What should she do now?! 

 

Dong Xiyun’s eyes were bloodshot. 

 

Xie Qiao took a look, then, as if struck by a blow, she took a step back, “I-I didn’t bully her… She bullied 

me and insisted that I apologize. I was only going for three examinations. In order to prove my 

innocence, I had no choice but to take eight examinations. I almost froze to death in the examination 

venue…” 

 

Dong Xiyun’s tears were stuck in her eyes and did not fall. 

 

She was so angry that she could not cry. 

 



“We can all testify that Qi Huai was the one who kept saying that Dong Xiyun was a high scholar. Now, it 

seems that she is only so-so! Now that it has been proven that Xie Qiao is a higher scholar than Dong 

Xiyun, can it be said that compared to Xie Qiao, she’s the one who is filthy in her heart?!” In the Orchid 

Courtyard, someone immediately provoked them. 

 

It was one thing for Qi Huai to target Xie Qiao previously, but he even included the other girls in the 

Orchid Courtyard! 

 

He said that they had a filthy heart?! 

 

Hah, now look at this talented girl who was like an immortal, was she also not have a filthy heart?! 

 

“Don’t say that… Young Master Qi only stood up for me… I don’t know how things turned out like this…” 

Dong Xiyun felt wronged. 

 

Xie Qiao could not be bothered to waste her breath on them. 

 

She coughed dryly and straightened her body, “If you don’t want to apologize according to the 

agreement, just say it. There’s no need to look like you’ve been forced to work at the brotel. The two of 

you are from a prestigious family, so there’s no need to teach you what to do, right? Young Master Qi’s 

nonsense had been spreading for six days. In these six days, Young Lady Dong had never stopped him. It 

could be seen that you had tacitly agreed, so I’m waiting for Young Lady Dong to apologize to My Eldest 

Brother.” 

 

She did not have the time to argue with these two people. 

 

Moreover, she clearly could not argue with them. 

 

After Xie Qiao finished beating the drowning dog, she left in a carefree manner. 



 

When everyone saw that, they were all in a daze. 

 

That was Xie Qiao. Xie Qiao had actually gotten eight first places! 

 

Eight! 

 

Just how many rumors in this world were false?! 

 

Earlier, they had said that the Xie family was fierce, but they had gone outside the city to do a good 

deed! They had also said that Xie Qiao was dumb and had never seen the world since she was born in a 

Taoist temple. Yet, her results in the examination could surpass the others?! 

 

Did Bandit Xie not know how to teach his children? 

 

Everyone suddenly re-examined the four descendants of the Xie family. 

 

Xie Pinggang… although he was scary and vicious, he was like a fish in water in the criminal division. It 

was said that the Crown Prince had almost regarded him as his right-hand man! 

 

Xie Pinghuai was indeed useless, but he had a compassionate heart. Moreover, he had been extremely 

respectful to Teacher Xiao for so long. Initially, everyone thought that he could only last for three to five 

days. However, how long had it been since he said that he wanted to make Teacher Xiao his master? 

 

Not only had he not been chased away by Teacher Xiao, but he had even become Teacher Xiao’s ink 

boy! 

 



It was clear that Xie Pinghuai’s personality was persistent and determined. If he could walk on the 

righteous path, he would definitely be a talent that could be molded! 

 

As for Xie Xi, there was no need to mention her. She was quiet and amiable, diligent and sensible. 

 

All of the Xie family’s children were great, no?! 

 

Once they had that thought, they could no longer stop. 

 

Looking at Dong Xiyun and Qi Huai, they had always been famous. 

 

However, now it seemed that they were trying to cheat. 

 

Tsk, tsk, tsk. They were even worse than Xie Pinghuai’s honesty! They could not even compare to the 

younger brother of the Xie family, let alone this eldest sister who obtained eight first places! 


